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Abstract
Grounding our study in the theories of coordination and network governance, we
examine the influence that restricting the access to the source code has on the likelihood
of survival of open source software projects. Furthermore, given the increasing shift of
organizations towards adopting the open source development approach, we investigate
the changes brought to the coordination mechanisms when open source projects are
owned by organizations. The results from our analysis of about 6500 open source
projects indicates the presence of a mixed relationship between the proportion of
contributors who have write access and the survival of the project. Further, we find that
ownership type (organization vs. individual) creates a crossover interaction that changes
the nature of relationship between proportion of contributors who have write access and
the survival of the project. The findings provide researchers and practitioners with
insights for designing effective open source project teams that can sustain contributions.
Keywords: Open source software, software development, team composition, access
restrictions, coordination, network governance, survival analysis

Introduction
In the current digitally enabled collaborative environment, Free (Libre) and Open Source Software (FLOSS)
projects have become ubiquitous. Moreover, the evolved coordination and improved motivational
mechanisms employed in FLOSS projects, like that seen in its work structures (Howison and Crowston
2014; Lindberg et al. 2016) and social practices (von Krogh et al. 2012), have allowed commercial
organizations to look towards FLOSS as a viable mode of software development. These mechanisms, when
correctly leveraged can allow project owners to tap into the vast reserves of programming skills spread
across the globe, enabling them to create software that surpasses proprietary software in both quality and
functionality (Coverity 2013). The potential that this model of development offers to Information
Technology (IT) and non-IT industries has attracted considerable attention from the academic community,
which has tried to better understand the antecedents to FLOSS project success (Crowston et al. 2012). The
examined antecedents of project success include: the choice of license types, project sponsorship (Stewart,
Ammeter, et al. 2006), user and developer base, project complexity (Midha and Palvia 2012), network
embeddedness of the project (Fershtman and Gandal 2011; Grewal et al. 2006), and software components
(Crowston et al. 2012). Within the large body of research that looks at FLOSS success, relatively less work
has tried to examine the influence of contributor access restrictions and team composition on the success
of projects (Rullani and Haefliger 2013). Since the effective organization of teams can often be the difference
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between profiting from the advantages vs. succumbing to the challenges of distributed work, there is a need
to better understand the intricacies of team composition (Sagers 2004).
FLOSS project contributors are often classified as belonging to either the core or the peripheral group of
developers (Crowston, Wei, et al. 2006). Studies that have looked at the contributor groups from the nature
of their participation and type of contribution have already established the importance of both the core and
peripheral groups as antecedents to the success of the project (Setia et al. 2012). Further, the duality
between the different groups of contributors has been found to be essential for FLOSS projects to grow and
innovate (Rullani and Haefliger 2013). At the project team level, teams comprising the right mix of
contributor roles can support the teams’ organizational, intra-personal and inter-personal processes
thereby influencing the performance of the team (Licorish and MacDonell 2014). By offering a unique
perspective on contributor types and team composition in FLOSS projects, the aforementioned studies have
unearthed three interesting avenues for expanding the theory. First, most studies have treated the two
contributor groups independently without investigating the interplay between them owing to their relative
composition in the project team. Second, most extant researches, have examined the influence of
contributors on project success in nonorganizational settings that are characterized by high levels of
openness and limited management (Crowston, Wei, et al. 2006; Rullani and Haefliger 2013; Setia et al.
2012). It is unclear if and how these mechanisms get altered when organizations own the project and
introduce formal project management approaches coupled with different motivational practices (Capra et
al. 2011). Third, the emergence of Distributed Version Control Systems (DVCS) based development
platforms like GitHub, allows a rather unique definition of core and peripheral contributors based on their
rights of access to the main project code (Rullani and Haefliger 2013). This classification differs from the
prior research that has adopted a classification based on percentage of code contributions (Crowston, Wei,
et al. 2006; Setia et al. 2012) and the relative communication density (Licorish and MacDonell 2014). The
classification of contributor groups based on the permissions afforded to them provides an updated
understanding of the socio-technical influence of access restrictions on the survival of projects.
Beyond the three aforementioned gaps, FLOSS researchers have constantly been interested in better
understanding the constituents of FLOSS project success (Crowston, Howison, et al. 2006). Surprisingly,
very few studies have tried to examine success from the perspective of project survival – i.e. in terms of the
project’s ability to sustain itself and remain active for prolonged periods of time (Chengalur-smith et al.
2010; Gamalielsson and Lundell 2014; Samoladas et al. 2010). Unlike traditional software development
which often comes with specific goals and delivery dates, a FLOSS project starts as an ‘itch worth scratching’
and if the project manages to engage the open source community it can go on to become a large project that
continuously attracts community attention and contributions (Raymond 1999). Thus, the FLOSS project’s
ability to withstand the test of time and remain active for a longer duration can be considered as an
important measure of its success, which differentiates it from traditional software development. With
organizations and individuals experimenting with FLOSS as a source of sustainable software projects,
understanding the antecedents of FLOSS project survival is valuable for both practitioners and researchers
(Gamalielsson and Lundell 2014).
Driven by the need to establish a deeper understanding about the mechanisms associated with FLOSS team
composition and its influence on the survival of the project, and also to identify the implications that these
mechanisms have for project owners (both individuals and organizations), our research addresses the
following two questions: a) What role does access restrictions on contributors have in influencing the
survival of FLOSS projects? b) How does organizational ownership moderate this relationship? By
answering these research questions, we aim to make the following contributions to theory and practice.
First, we advance the understanding of the contributor types and team composition in FLOSS environments
and their influence on the survival of the FLOSS projects. By grounding our research in coordination theory
(Malone and Crowston 1994) and the network governance (Jones et al. 1997; Wasko et al. 2004), we attempt
to offer a more nuanced conceptualization of the mechanisms operating between the access restrictions to
the source code, team composition and the survival of the project. Second, we contribute to the theoretical
understanding of the different ways in which, the type of contributor and their composition in a project
influences project survival in individual and organization owned FLOSS projects. Prior research has
examined many important aspects related to organizational participation in FLOSS projects and has laid
the groundwork for a deeper theoretical inquiry (Capra et al. 2011; Fitzgerald 2006). Building on this prior
research, we show that the influence of access restrictions and team composition on the survival of the
project is sensitive to the nature of ownership of the project. We believe that cognizance of these influences
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is crucial for facilitating the success of FLOSS projects. Lastly, the results from this study helps advance
theoretical understanding on FLOSS success and offer practical insights for project owners. In particular,
by looking at project success from the perspective of sustenance and project survival, we shed light on a less
understood dimension of FLOSS projects (Chengalur-smith et al. 2010). Management scholars have
expressed considerable concern about the failure of academic research to penetrate the practitioner
community (Rynes et al. 2001). We believe that a better understanding about the influence of the nature of
contributors on the project survival can lead to better management practices for planning potentially
successful FLOSS projects.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows; in the next section, we provide a brief literature background
on of the important concepts relevant for this study. We then develop our theoretical arguments
surrounding the concepts and present our hypotheses. In the methodology section, we provide details of
our research setting and measures. We follow this with a discussion of the empirical models used and an
analysis of the results. Finally, in the discussion and conclusion section we discuss the implications of our
study for theory and highlight the major limitations in our research.

Theoretical Background
To understand the influence that team composition has on the survival of individual and organization
owned projects, three important concepts need to be developed: a) contributor type and team composition,
b) FLOSS project success and survival and, c) organizational ownership of FLOSS projects. In this section,
we set the context for each of the concepts and provide a brief background on the related literature.

Contributor type and team composition
In DVCS systems like Git which is used in the GitHub platform, contributors can clone latest version of the
project files, creating a full mirror of the project (including all of its prior versions) on their local machines.
This feature enables the creation of several remote branches of projects, which allows concurrent work
among different groups of people within the same project (Gousios et al. 2014). Once development work is
complete in any of the local branch, the changes can be submitted back to the main project branch by
creating a request for merging (called as “pull request” in GitHub). In GitHub, a change to the main project
branch can be accomplished through either a push or a pull request event. A push event is created when a
change is made to the project directly by a contributor who has push (write) access to the project. The
project owner can grant write access to any contributor by identifying the contributor as a “collaborator”
for the project. In contrast, any contributor (regardless of whether they have push access) can propose a
change to the project by issuing a pull request. In this case, a contributor with write access can choose to
merge the proposed changes into the project if they are found to be satisfactory (Gousios et al. 2014).
In communities of practice such as FLOSS, it is possible to differentiate the core of the community
comprising individuals who are deeply engaged with the community activities, from the group of individuals
who are more loosely linked forming the periphery of the community (Rullani and Haefliger 2013). From
this perspective, it is possible to classify core-periphery groups based on four characteristics (a) access
restrictions to the main project code, (b) percentage of contributions made by the contributors, (c) typology
of contributions made by the contributors (i.e. degree to which their activities belong to critical tasks), and
(d) communication density associated with the contributors (Crowston, Wei, et al. 2006; Licorish and
MacDonell 2014; Rullani and Haefliger 2013). Because our theoretical framing relies on the coordination
challenges incurred when offering access to the source code, and to account for the distributed nature of
the workflow adopted in Git based DVCS systems, we use the extant of “access restrictions” to classify the
core and periphery. That is, we consider the core as —the group of contributors who are given ‘write access’
to the main project code and the periphery as —the contributors who are not given ‘write access’ but still
participate in development activities and contribute code by issuing pull requests. Further, this
operationalization is aligned to Wenger (2005) conceptualization of communities of practice, where
periphery is defined as the group of individuals who orbit the deeply engaged core group of contributors,
participating sporadically in activities that are directly related to the core’s ongoing activity. Apart from
contributing to the code, the core group of contributors is given the added responsibility of overseeing the
merge process, providing feedback, conducting tests, requesting changes, and finally accepting the
contributions (Gousios et al. 2014). On the other hand, the periphery provides the core with a large
workforce that can perform activities such as bug reports, patches, production, or useful feature
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identification (Rullani and Haefliger 2013). Further, the heterogeneity of skills allows some peripheral
members to engage with the core and to enter the “center of the action,” providing valuable out-of-the-box
ad hoc solutions (Rullani and Haefliger 2013, p 945).
Most research on FLOSS contributor roles focuses on the differences between contributor roles and the
process of role definition (Crowston et al. 2012). For example, Crowston, Wei, et al. (2006) provided one of
the early works on understanding contributors in terms of core and periphery groups. In their research, the
authors studied the distribution of contributions in the bug tracking systems identifying three different
methods of classification of core-periphery groups. Subsequent research has tried to build on this
understanding of the core-periphery groups by trying to understand their influence on different aspects of
the project. For example, Setia et al. (2012), unearth the important role that peripheral contributors have
in terms of enhancing product quality and product diffusion. On the other hand, Licorish and MacDonell
(2014) focused on the core contributors attitudes, knowledge sharing behaviors and task performance.
Similarly, based on psychometric text analysis conducted on the top developers of Apache httpd server
project, Rigby and Hassan (2007) teased out the difference in personalities between the top and other
developers. While these robust studies describe the nuances in the nature and type of contributions, as a
next step, there is a need to understand the interplay between the core and peripheral groups, and the
impact that their composition in a team can have on the project success parameters. In contrast, other
studies have looked at contributor roles from the perspective of social practices associated with different
contributor groups. In particular, Sagers (2004) in a survey based study of 38 FLOSS projects unearthed
the impact of restricting access to the code base on improving coordination and safeguarding exchanges.
Rullani and Haefliger (2013) described the division of labor between core and periphery groups in online
communities of practice and unearthed the process through which standards of practice, emerged and
propagated across the peripheral group of contributors. The aforementioned studies, by identifying the
mechanisms that operate within core and peripheral group of contributors, offer an excellent groundwork
on which we can expand our understanding of FLOSS team composition under different ownership forms,
particularly in terms of their influence on survival of the project.

Project success
Despite the widespread use of FLOSS projects by individuals and organizations, measuring the success of
such projects can be challenging because of the open source nature of these projects, which precludes their
association with the usual monetary measures such as prices, revenues, and sales (Fershtman and Gandal
2011). Furthermore, FLOSS projects are freely available in the public domain, where there is no need to
request for any permission to use them. Nonetheless, researchers have continually attempted to describe
the meaning of success in the context of FLOSS projects. Crowston, Howison, et al. (2006) identified seven
measures of FLOSS project success: system and information quality, user satisfaction, use, individual and
organizational impacts, project output, process, and outcomes for project members. Similarly, Lee et al.
(2009) developed a FLOSS project success model in which they identified five measures of FLOSS project
success: software quality, community service quality, use, user satisfaction, and individual net benefits.
Both early models accentuate the complexity and multidimensional nature of the FLOSS success construct.
Most empirical studies that examine the mechanisms associated with FLOSS project success have
operationalized success along one or more of the described dimensions (Crowston et al. 2012).
Although a diverse set of measures have been used to operationalize FLOSS project success (e.g. Fershtman
and Gandal 2011; Grewal et al. 2006; Stewart, Ammeter, et al. 2006), we note that understanding success
from the point of view of a projects’ ability to sustain itself and remain active for a long duration of time is
fairly limited (Chengalur-smith et al. 2010). Successful FLOSS projects are expected to see continuous
enhancement and maintenance of the code, which results in multiple stable versions delivered one after
another (Raymond 1999). Thus, sustenance or survival of the project can be considered as an important
measure of success which often differentiates FLOSS projects from more traditional projects that may come
with specific end goals and milestones. Further, in their empirical analysis of FLOSS projects success,
Crowston, Howison, et al. (2006) found that the common measures used for success, such as popularity
and quality were correlated to each other but the project lifespan was unique as it did not correlate with the
other measures of success. Given this finding, survival analysis of the FLOSS projects can provide an
independent but important view on project success not yet fully examined in literature.
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Organization ownership
By early 2000, organizations began to realize the commercial potential of FLOSS. For example, in
November 2001, IBM embraced the open source approach by opening the source code of several of its
software tools (estimated at $40 million) to the public domain (Lohr 2001). This led to a transformation of
FLOSS communities, which had mainly been volunteer driven, to communities that attracted organizations
and commercial interests (Wagstrom 2009). The concept of OSS 2.0 introduced by Fitzgerald (2006)
captured the transformation that led to FLOSS becoming a mainstream, commercially viable form of
software development. With organizations entering the FLOSS arena, researchers began to study the
benefits that organizations could accrue by participating in FLOSS projects (Stewart, Ammeter, et al. 2006).
Over time, the focus of research shifted towards understanding the new governance and control
mechanisms that organizations needed to orchestrate in FLOSS projects. For example, O’Mahony's (2005)
research on the Linux open source community provides an understanding of the governance mechanisms
that emerge when organizations enter the mix of open source communities. Dahlander and Magnusson's
(2005) study of four Nordic FLOSS organizations found that organizations adopt different approaches for
handling organization–community relationships and that, depending on the type of approach they adopt,
organizations face different managerial challenges and operational means of exerting control. Wagstrom
(2009) examined the Eclipse open source project to provide a detailed account of how FLOSS communities
with multiple organizations develop effective governance structures to facilitate the interaction between the
different organizations and the individual contributors in the community. Capra et al. (2011) described
organizational involvement in terms of not only providing developmental support by involving employees
but also in terms of the nondevelopment support the organization provides and the management and
coordination practices that it brings in. From these studies, it is clear that organizations introduce unique
governance and project management mechanisms when they own FLOSS projects. These findings leads us
to question how the network governance mechanisms that emerge to sustain collaboration in communities
of practice (Jones et al. 1997; Sagers 2004) transform when organizations own FLOSS projects and
introduce more formal governance and project management practices (Capra et al. 2011). Driven by the
need to understand this influence, our research tries to examine the moderating influence of organizational
ownership and the project management practices that it brings on the relationship between team
composition and project survival.

Theory and Hypotheses
Relationship between Team Composition and the Survival of the Project
To study the impact of team composition on the survival of the project, we analyze the process of building
code in FLOSS environments, using process as the focus of our analysis. Coordination Theory (CT; Malone
and Crowston 1994) offers a good approach for analyzing processes and can help us understand how
changes to team composition can create dependencies resulting in new coordination challenges which in
turn can influence the survival of the project. According to coordination theory, actors in organizations face
coordination challenges arising from the dependencies that constrain the ways in which tasks can be
performed. These coordination challenges stem from dependencies that emerge between tasks (which
includes goals and activities) and resources used or created by tasks (which includes the effort of the actors)
(Crowston 1997). CT identifies three types of dependencies that lead to coordination challenges: (a) tasktask dependencies emerge when tasks share a common input or output or when the output of one task is
the input to another, (b) task-resource dependencies emerge when a task requires a resource for
completion, and (c) resource – resource dependencies emerge when one resource depends on another
(Crowston 1997).
To overcome these coordination challenges, actors must perform additional activities, referred to as
coordination mechanisms (Crowston 1997). The theory of network governance (Jones et al. 1997) provides
the theoretical framework to understand the social mechanisms that emerge in communities of practice inorder to overcome coordination challenges and safeguard interactions between actors in the community
(Sagers 2004; Wasko et al. 2004). Building on CT and the theory of network governance, we contend that
as the number of core contributors increase, new coordination challenges emerge because of two factors (a)
an increase in task-task dependencies (b) variance in the core contributors’ expectations, skills and goals.
Each of these factors are detailed below.
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Increased task level dependencies: Because the core developers contribute a significant portion of the
code and have the autonomy to make changes directly to the main project code (Setia et al. 2012), an
increase in the number of core contributors results in an increase in the task level dependencies in the
project. These task level dependencies manifests as two challenges - (i) challenges associated with effective
prioritization and labeling of tasks (task triaging), and (ii) challenges associated with managing task
conflicts. Triaging of work and identifying the priorities to process bug reports is an important element in
FLOSS projects which can crucially affect product quality, project reputation, user motivation and thus the
long-term success of a project (Zanetti et al. 2013). One part of the triage process is the assignment of a task
to a developer with the appropriate expertise. As the core contributors of a project become numerous and
distributed, finding a contributor with a specific expertise can become difficult (Matter et al. 2009). This
problem is exacerbated by the fact that contributors are often sporadically engaged and work on multiple
different projects simultaneously (Howison and Crowston 2014). Triaging work therefore becomes more
time consuming and risky as the core contributors increase (Matter et al. 2009).
Task conflicts not only arise as the number of task contributions increase but also due to different opinions
about how a specific task should be performed (Jehn and Mannix 2001). While task conflicts can be
beneficial in small numbers they can lead to dysfunctionalities and failures in group performance as they
increase (van Wendel de Joode 2004). Because of issues related to task triaging and conflicts that increase
as the number of core contributors increase, we posit that coordination challenges related to task level
dependencies increase as the number of core contributors increase.
Variance in the core contributors’ expectation, skills and goals: Being a community of practice,
FLOSS projects can be conceptualized as requiring network governance and informal social mechanisms to
coordinate tasks and safeguard exchanges (Sagers 2004; Wasko et al. 2004). Accordingly, allowing a greater
access to the main project code (by increasing the number of core contributors) can increase the variance
in expectations, skills, and goals that core contributors bring to the project (Jones et al. 1997). This variance
can manifest as conflicts and/or misunderstandings between core contributors which may have a negative
influence the survival of the community of practice. Presence of these conflicts in FLOSS projects were
highlighted by van Wendel de Joode (2004), in his interviews of FLOSS project contributors. In these
interviews, a programmer from the OpenOffice community indicated how cultural difference between
important contributors would escalate into conflicts and misunderstandings: “People who have different
cultural or language skills cause problems. Native speakers would understand things that non-native didn’t
understand and they would get pissed off and became counter-productive.” (van Wendel de Joode 2004; p
107 ). In contrast, when the number of core contributors is small, it can enable continued interactions
between core contributors and may permit exchange partners to learn each other’s systems to develop
communication protocols, and to establish routines for working together — all of which enhance
coordination (Jones et al. 1997; Wasko et al. 2004). In addition, since the core contributors have the
autonomy to make changes to the project: change licensing and governance policies and influence the
direction of the project —the project may be exposed to opportunistic behavior exhibited by core
contributors. To reduce the variance in expectations and limit the projects’ exposure to opportunistic
behavior, it is in the interest of the project to have fewer core contributors who interact more often so that
they develop stronger ties between each-other and ensure that their interests and needs are aligned to that
of the project (Jones et al. 1997; Wasko et al. 2004).
The challenges that emerge from the aforementioned factors can prove risky for the project and when not
controlled, can influence the survival of the project negatively. Sagers (2004), in his survey-based study of
FLOSS projects was one of the first to find that access restrictions to the development code can have a
positive influence on the success of the project, giving evidence to the presence of network governance
mechanism in FLOSS projects. It is not just the core contributors who influence the survival of the project
but also the contributors at the periphery, who through their large numbers can ensure higher overall
activity in the project and provide the workforce to complete new changes/patches initiated by the core
contributors (Rullani and Haefliger 2013). The importance of peripheral contributors for a project has been
well established by Setia et al. (2012), who found that the number of peripheral contributors in a project
can not only have a positively influence on the awareness and adoption of the FLOSS product but can also
help during the development of the code by testing the code and identifying bugs. Therefore, while core
contributors enable the design and evolution of the project by determining new changes and fixes, it is the
sub-unit comprising core and peripheral contributors that works together to accomplish the envisioned
changes and adds functionality to the project. Based on this understanding, we can say that the team
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composition of the FLOSS project measured in terms of the proportion of core contributors influences the
survival of the project. As the proportion of core contributors increases in a FLOSS project, there is – (1) a
higher burden of coordination because of task level dependencies and variance in core contributors’
expectations, skills and goals, and (2) a lesser number of peripheral developers per sub-unit resulting in a
smaller chance that the envisioned changes and fixes is accomplished and accurately tested. These
challenges can prove risky for the project and reduce the probability of survival of the project. Hence, we
hypothesize that an increase in the proportion of core contributors negatively influences the survival of the
project:
Hypothesis 1: A greater proportion of core contributors in a project will lead to a lower
chance of survival of the project

Moderating Influence of Organizational Ownership on the Relationship between
Team Composition and Project Survival
When organizations own FLOSS projects, they bring in strategic planning initiatives and introduce project
management practices for the efficient coordination and management of development activities (Fitzgerald
2006). Using the bazaar metaphor (Raymond 1999)1, it can be said that the organizational ownership of
FLOSS projects leads to the introduction of management practices transforming the adopted model of
development from a bazaar to a cathedral-like form. On the other hand, individual owned projects tend to
retain the bazaar model of FLOSS development, with less formal management practices as compared to
organization owned FLOSS projects (Medappa and Srivastava 2016). The introduction of management
practices when organizations own FLOSS projects have been empirically observed. For example, a study of
83 Eclipse projects found that FLOSS projects initiated by organizations employed both leadership and
resource deployment control, as compared to projects that are initiated by individuals belonging to the
FLOSS community (Schaarschmidt et al. 2015). Through these management practices, organizational
ownership promotes mechanisms for coordinating and managing FLOSS development activities. These
activities play an important role in mitigating the challenges emerging from the increase in proportion of
core contributors (Crowston 1997). The mechanisms through which these challenges are overcome can be
classified as those that help manage task level dependencies and those that help manage variance in the
core contributors’ expectations, skills and goals.
Mechanisms for managing task level dependencies: Organizations often participate in FLOSS
projects by identifying new requirements and functionalities, planning and designing the application, and
coordinating development activities (Capra et al. 2011). Further, the organization owner tends to implement
release management practices, easing the process of creation of distribution packages and prioritizing the
functionalities for release to end user (Capra et al. 2011). These findings have been observed empirically in
the GNOME open source project, where the GNOME Foundation acts as a centralized release coordination
authority, creating release schedules and coordinating modules for release (O’Mahony 2005). At the task
level, the aforementioned activities act as coordination mechanisms that can help resolve task level
dependencies, helping overcome task conflicts and allowing effective triaging of tasks. Hence, when
organizations own FLOSS projects, the project management and coordination activities that they bring to
the project can act as mechanisms for mitigating the challenges that emerge because of task level
dependencies.
Mechanisms for managing variance in the core contributors’ expectation, skills and goals:
As the number of core contributors increases, there is a greater variance in their expectations, skills and
goals leading to difficulties in coordinating their activities and ensuring there is a common direction to the
project (Sagers 2004). The difficulties in managing their expectations and coordinating their activities are
complicated by the distributed nature of the community, where, contributors are spread across the globe
and are unlikely to meet each other. We contend that, organizational ownership of FLOSS projects can help
mitigate this challenge, by establishing a macroculture between the contributors. The macroculture creates
a system of widely shared assumptions and values, comprising organization-specific, occupational, or
Eric S. Raymond is credited with coining the terms cathedral and bazaar to describe software development
work that occurs through centralized and distributed efforts respectively. In the bazaar model of
development, code development occurs over the internet with many people tinkering with the source code
without central control.
1
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professional knowledge, that guide actions and create typical behavior patterns among independent
contributors (Jones et al. 1997; Wasko et al. 2004). The specificities of the macroculture emerge from the
fundamental assumptions about user and organizational needs, existing projects, and the FLOSS
community distilled across time from several projects and contributors (Gordon 1991). Within this
macroculture, organizations often establish best practices and guidelines specifying roles, role
relationships, and conventions to be employed by participants (Jones et al. 1997). The existence of the
macroculture allows core contributors to have a better understanding of the culture of the community and
can allow them to a priori align their expectations to that of the community. Because of these influences,
we hypothesize that organization ownership mitigates the negative influence that the increase in core
contributors has on the survival of the project.
Hypothesis 2: Organizational ownership mitigates the negative influence that the
proportion of core contributors has on project survival
The different coordination mechanisms, communication protocols, project management activities, that
organizations bring to the FLOSS project creates new governance related activities in the project (Fitzgerald
2006). These governance related activities include suggesting requirements and functionalities to be added
to the software, planning and designing the application, or simply coordinating development (Capra et al.
2011). Core contributors are often assigned these governance activities, shifting their nature of work from
pure code contribution to governance of the project (Rullani and Haefliger 2013). For example, in the
Android open source project, experienced contributors take on the role of approvers and project leaders
who not only participate in the code-review process but also lead all technical aspects of the project,
including the project roadmap, development, release cycles, versioning, and quality assurance 2 .
Considering these activities, core contributors are found to work across multiple roles, and are crucial to
their teams' organizational, intra-personal and interpersonal processes (Licorish and MacDonell 2013).
This can lead to a decrease in the number of code contributions from core contributors in organization
owned projects as they devote some of their time for the governance and coordination activities of the
project. Hence, we hypothesize,
Hypothesis 3: The average code contributions per core contributor decreases in the case
of organization owned project as compared to individual owned projects.

Methodology
To understand the mechanisms through which team composition influences FLOSS projects, we conducted
an empirical analysis of FLOSS projects hosted on GitHub. GitHub’s popularity among programmers, its
developer-focused environment, its integrated social features, and the availability of detailed metadata
makes it a popular environment for FLOSS research (Kalliamvakou et al. 2014). Our adopted methodology
comprised three steps: data collection, measurement, and analysis. In the data collection step, we collected
detailed project log data of all FLOSS projects started in early 2014 from the GH Archive database
(https://www.gharchive.org/). In the measurement step, using the collected project log data, we measured
the dependent, independent, and control variables. Finally, in the analysis step, we carried out survival
analysis (Hosmer et al. 2008) at the project level to test hypotheses 1 and 2 and adopted a Hierarchical
Linear Modeling (HLM) approach (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002) for testing hypothesis 3. By improving the
data collection, measurement, and analysis methods over the course of several months, we tried to ensure
that the methodology we adopted was exhaustive and robust.

Data Collection
We employed Google’s bigquery tool to query the archived project log data available in the GH Archive
database. Because this database is large (441 GB, with 134 million rows for the year 2014; 488 GB, with 212
million rows for the year 2015), we needed the bandwidth provided by a tool like Google’s bigquery to run
queries and export the results. We restricted our analysis to all projects that were started during the first
five months of 2014 to reduce the number and size of queries. We analyzed the events of the project for the

2

https://source.android.com/setup/start/roles
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first two years of its lifecycle (years 2014 and 2015). In all, we ran more than 60,000 queries over a period
of 40 days.
While GitHub provides a rich dataset, care needs to be taken to overcome common perils in using this
dataset (Kalliamvakou et al. 2014). For example, projects that do not involve software development, are too
small, or are mirrors/personal stores should be avoided. After filtering the dataset to address the perils 3,
we were left with a sample of 6431 FLOSS projects, of which 3027 are individual-owned and 3404 are
organization-owned that we finally considered for our analysis.

Measurement
GitHub offers a good environment for measuring the proportion of core contributors and studying its
relationship to project’s survival. More specifically, two features of GitHub make it ideal for this research.
First, the granularity of the data and the availability of time stamps and contributor information for all
events enabled us to clearly identify the contributors and their contributions, which allowed us to
operationalize the proportion of core contributors. Second, the availability of detailed contributor- and
project-specific data allowed us to measure the dependent variable and operationalize the theorized control
variables. The different variables that we used in this research and their measures are detailed in the
following subsections.
Dependent variables
As mentioned in the section “FLOSS Project Success,” we consider the survival or sustenance of the project
to be an important measure of FLOSS project success which is not yet well understood. To understand what
determines the survival of the project and test hypotheses 1 and 2, we conduct survival analysis using Cox
proportional hazard model (Hosmer et al. 2008). In this model, we consider the event to have happened
(project failure) if the project became inactive within the first two years of its inception. A project was
deemed inactive if no code changes were made on the source code after the year 2015. The choice of this
timeline for project inactivity is in line with Stewart, Darcy, et al. (2006), who found that a significant
proportion of FLOSS projects cease to have activity after the first year. In survival analysis, we estimate the
likelihood that a project becomes inactive at time 𝑡 by calculating the hazard function (described in the
Model and Results section of this paper).
To test hypothesis 3, we adopted the number of code contributions of the contributor as the dependent
variable of interest. To measure this construct, we summed up all the contributions made by each
contributor in terms of commits added to the main project code during the years 2014 and 2015. Note that
while hypotheses 1 and 2 are tested at the project level, hypothesis 3 is tested at the contributor level using
HLM (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002).
Independent variables
To study the influences of the team composition and ownership on the survival of a FLOSS project, we
employed two independent variables (a) proportion of core contributors and, (b) organization owner flag.
The proportion of core contributors was measured as the ratio of the total number of core contributors to
the total number of contributors in the project. To identify the core contributors in a project we studied the
nature of contributions made by each contributor to identify those contributors who have write access to
the project (Rullani and Haefliger 2013). If a contributor has written directly to the main project code 4 at
any point during the years 2014 and 2015, we identified that contributor as a core contributor. Table 1
provides the means and standard deviations of the contributions made by the core and peripheral
contributors in our sample of 6,431 projects. From table 1, we note that the mean contributions of the core
contributor is much higher than that of the peripheral contributor (Crowston, Wei, et al. 2006).

3 The

complete list of perils identified by Kalliamvakou et al. (2014) and a summary of the methods we
adopted to address these can be provided on request.
4 Only

contributors who are given write access can implement a “push” event on a project in GitHub. By
studying all the push events made on the project in the years 2014 and 2015, we identified the contributors
who have write access to the project.
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Number of
Contributors

Mean
Contributions

Std. Deviation
Contributions

Core contributors

22,930

77.10

202.87

Peripheral contributors

61,734

2.34

6.19

Table 1. Mean and Standard Deviations of Contributions Made by Contributors
To study the moderating influence of project ownership on the relationship between the team composition
and the success of a FLOSS project, we used a flag, organization owner flag, which takes the value 1 if the
project is owned by an organization and 0 if it is owned by an individual. Organizations in GitHub are shared
accounts that can be used to centralize a group’s code and adopt a workflow that is suitable for business
(Neath 2010). This workflow provides multiple levels of permission controls that enables companies to
create nested teams with hierarchical access to the code, allowing them to replicate their organization
structure on GitHub. Most companies hosting projects on GitHub, use their own organization accounts to
consolidate monitoring and management of their FLOSS projects. GitHub recognizes projects that are
owned by organizations’ and makes this attribute publicly available through its API. By accessing this
GitHub determined project attribute, we identified if a project is owned by an organization or an individual.
Control variables
We controlled for two kinds of variables in our analysis: contributor/owner characteristics and project
characteristics.
Contributor/owner characteristics: We identified two measures to control the influence of contributor and
project owner characteristics on the relationship between the proportion of core contributors and the
survival of a project. First, we controlled for the experience of the project owner in terms of the number of
GitHub FLOSS projects the owner has created. The existence and density of prior ties between the project
owner and contributors has been found to positively influence the probability that the project will attract
more individuals (Rebeca and García 2009). Based on this finding, we would expect that the experience of
the project owner plays a role in enhancing the popularity of the project and its chance of survival. Second,
an increase in the number of contributors is often associated with an increase in the number of task
contributions and consequently an increase in the success of the project (Stewart, Ammeter, et al. 2006;
Subramaniam et al. 2009). To control these influences, we included the fixed effects for the number of
contributors by creating a dummy variable for each value of number of contributors in the project.
Project characteristics: We identified seven measures to control for different project characteristics. First,
we controlled for project popularity measured in terms of the number of stars that the project has received.
Project popularity has been found to be correlated to the number of bugs, the number of participants in the
bug trackers (Crowston, Howison, et al. 2006), and the number of contributors (Krishnamurthy 2005).
Further, popular projects attract a larger community of users who not only identify bugs during use but also
lead to improved ideas (Subramaniam et al. 2009). Because popularity can influence both the survival and
the number of contributors, we controlled for the effect of popularity in our model. Second, we controlled
for the number of forks that have been created from the project. The distributed nature of GitHub
environment enables a pull-based development model, where changes are offered to a project repository
through a network of project forks (Gousios et al. 2014). Hence the number of forks can determine how
distributed and complex the development work is and can influence the number of core contributors
required to effectively manage the project. Third, we controlled for the average task size, measured as the
average number of commits made within the project’s pull-request events. As the tasks within a project
increase in size and complexity, the average number of commits per task increases. It is important to control
for the average task size in the project because projects with a greater number of small tasks may require
different coordination mechanisms than projects with small number of large tasks. Fourth, we controlled
for project size measured as megabytes of code. Smaller projects are usually associated with fewer
contributors and contributions than are larger projects. Thus, projects of different sizes are expected to
differ in terms of their capacity for attracting contributors and coordinating new tasks (Setia et al. 2012).
Fifth, we controlled for the number of programming languages. While projects that involve multiple
languages may have greater functionality, coordinating contributions across different languages can be
challenging. Sixth, we controlled for the type of license attributed to the project. We classify licenses as
being either restrictive or permissive. FLOSS software that adopts a restrictive license follows a “copyleft”
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policy that forces any enhancement made to the software to be bound by the same or similar (restrictive)
license (Medappa and Srivastava 2017). Permissive licenses, on the other hand, do not have the copyleft
feature and allow contributors to use open source software to build proprietary or “closed” software.
Previous studies of the impact of the FLOSS license type have found that the type of license used influences
a project’s popularity and the number and productivity of contributors (Medappa and Srivastava 2017;
Stewart, Ammeter, et al. 2006). Hence, we used the flag restrictive license flag to control the effect of the
type of license (restrictive vs. permissive) on the success of a project. Lastly, we include the fixed effects of
the main programming language. Despite mixed results in the extant literature, the type of programming
language used has been found to be an important antecedent to FLOSS project success (Subramaniam et
al. 2009). Further, the ease of coordinating development activities may differ across programming
languages, with languages more conducive to modular architecture displaying greater ease of coordination
(Baldwin and von Hippel 2011). We controlled for these effects by including a dummy variable for each
programming language used in our sample.

Analysis
We included two regression models in our analysis. The regression model used to test hypotheses 1 and 2
is based on survival analysis (Hosmer et al. 2008). The second model, based on the HLM approach, is used
to test hypothesis 3 (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002). Hypotheses 1 and 2 predict that the proportion of core
contributors in a project has a negative relationship with the survival of a project which is moderated by the
ownership of the project. To test these hypotheses, we included the proportion of core contributors and its
interaction term with the organization owner flag in the Cox proportional hazard model. Hypothesis 3
predicts that the type of ownership of a project influences the number of contributions made by its core
contributors. Because of the nested nature of the data, where, individual contributors are nested within
projects, we adopt HLM with number of contributions from the contributor as the dependent variable of
interest. The following section details the results of the regression models and the checks we employed to
ensure the validity of the results.

Model and Results
Table 2 provides the means, standard deviations, and correlation coefficients for the variables used in the
analyses. From Table 2, we can observe that the proportion of core contributors is negatively correlated
with project inactivity flag (r = 0.20, p < .01). This negative correlation provides some indication of the
potentially negative relationship between the proportion of core contributors and project survival. We also
recognize a strong positive skew in the variables —stars, forks, average task complexity and size of project.
In order to normalize the positively skewed data, statistical texts commonly recommend the use of log
transformations (Carte and Russel 2003). After log transformation of these variables, their residuals were
found to closely match a normal distribution.
Table 1. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Pairwise Correlation Coefficients of the Variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Variable
Mean Std.
Min.
Stars
361.09 1216.60
1
Forks
89.13 421.96
0
Average task complexity
2.51
14.95
1
No of programming languages 3.17
3.00
1
Size of project in megabytes
2.16
22.27 0.0001
Owner experience
67.24 134.32
1
Restrictive license regime
0.11
0.32
0
Organization owner flag
0.53
0.50
0
Number contributors
12.90 26.30
2
Proportion core contributors
0.39
0.29
0.001
Project inactivity flag (2 Year)
0.26
0.44
0

Max.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

24645
17198 0.51**
1135
87

-0.01

0.00a

0.04** 0.05** 0.02a

1175

0.00a

1721

0.05** 0.02a -0.01

0.01a

0.01a

0.27**
-0.05** -0.02

1

-0.03*

0.01a

0.01a

0.14** 0.07** -0.09**

1

-0.04** 0.00a

0.01a

0.14** 0.05** 0.04** 0.01a

1632

0.34** 0.66** -0.01

0.07** 0.02a

1

-0.23** -0.15** 0.04** 0.12** 0.03*

1

-0.13** -0.09** -0.01

-0.07**-0.01

0.04** 0.00a

0.06**

0.00a 0.05** 0.42** -0.2**
0.01a -0.02 -0.05** -0.12** 0.20**

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01

Table 2. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Pairwise Correlation Coefficients of the Variables
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Hypotheses Linking the Proportion of Core Contributors and Project Survival
Hypothesis 1 predicts a negative relationship between the proportion of core contributors and the survival
of a FLOSS project. Hypothesis 2 predicts that this negative relationship is mitigated when organizations
own FLOSS projects. We use the semi-parametric Cox proportional hazard regression model for the survival
analysis, since it relaxes the specification requirement for the baseline hazard function. The Cox model does
not depend on distributional assumptions of survival time, provides flexibility for time dependent
explanatory variables, and allows the identification of hazard ratio as the relative risk of project inactivity
given that the project is at a given period in its life (Hosmer et al. 2008).
In this model the project duration is assumed to have a continuous distribution function 𝑓(𝑡) . The
probability that the duration of the project will be less than 𝑡:
𝑡

𝐹(𝑠) = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑇 ≤ 𝑡) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑠)𝑑𝑠
0

The survival function 𝑆(𝑡) is defined as the probability that the duration is greater than 𝑡:
𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑇 > 𝑡) = 1 − 𝐹(𝑡)
The likelihood of project inactivity at time 𝑡 given that it has lasted till time 𝑡, is given by the hazard rate:
ℎ(𝑡) =

𝑓(𝑡)
𝑆(𝑡)

In Cox proportional hazard models, we model the hazard rate as an exponential function of the predictors:
ℎ(𝑡|𝑥, 𝛽) = ℎ0 (𝑡)𝑒 𝛽𝑖𝑥𝑖
Where, 𝑥𝑖 denotes the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ predictor and 𝛽𝑖 denotes the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ coefficient. ℎ0 (𝑡) is the baseline hazard function,
which corresponds to the situation where all predictor variables are zero (Samoladas et al. 2010).
Table 3 provides the coefficients estimated using the Cox proportional hazard models. Hypothesis 1 predicts
that the proportion of core contributors has a negative influence on the survival of the project (positive
influence on the likelihood of project inactivity). From model 1a (Table 3), we find that the proportion of
core contributors does not significantly influence the likelihood of project inactivity (ẞ1 = 0.090, p > .10).
Hypothesis 2 on the other hand predicts that in the case of organization owned FLOSS projects the negative
effect of the proportion of core contributors on the survival of the project is mitigated. From model 1b (Table
3), we find that the interaction term is negative and significant (ẞ2 = -0.863, p < .01). This indicates that
the influence of proportion of core contributors on the likelihood of project inactivity is significantly less
for organization owned projects as compared to individual owned projects.
Deeper analysis of model 1b reveals a crossover interaction of ownership type, which tends to shift the
relationship between proportion of core contributors and likelihood of project inactivity from positive for
individual owned projects to negative for organization owned projects; i.e. |𝛽1 | < |𝛽2 | . The crossover
interaction effect is the likely cause for the insignificance seen in the direct effect (hypothesis 1). This
suggests that the nature of relationship between the core contributors and likelihood of project inactivity is
conditional on the type of ownership of the project. We explore the implications of this interesting finding
in the discussion section.
When modeling a Cox proportional hazard model a key assumption is proportional hazards (Hosmer et al.
2008). In order to check if this assumption is satisfied, we test if the hazard functions of survival curves at
two different strata are different (Samoladas et al. 2010). The result of our test rejects the null hypothesis
that the hazard functions are not proportional (Prob>chi2: 0.299), providing support for the
proportionality assumption. Further, to correct for any potential heteroscedasticity in the error terms, we
used heteroscedasticity consistent standard errors in all of our models (Hayes and Cai 2007).
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Survival Analysis:
Cox-Proportional Hazard Model

DV : Likelihood of Project
Inactivity
Model 1a

Log(number of stars)
Log(number of forks)
Log(avg. size of tasks )
Log(size of project )
Number of languages
Owner experience
Restrictive license flag
Organization owner flag
Proportion of core contributors
(ẞ1)
Proportion of core contributors X
Organization owner flag (ẞ2)
Fixed effect of number of
contributors
Fixed effect of main programming
language
N

HLM Analysis

Model 2a

Model 1b

-0.193

-0.18

(0.00)**

(0.00)**

-0.474

-0.489

(0.00)**

(0.00)**

0.056

0.049

-0.16

-0.23

-0.057

-0.062

(0.00)**

(0.00)**

-0.015

-0.013

-0.27

-0.34

0

0

-0.26

-0.26

-0.047

-0.047

-0.6

-0.6

-0.284

0.123

(0.00)**

-0.29

0.092

0.582

-0.49

(0.00)**

-0.863
(0.00)**

YES

YES

YES

YES

6431

6431

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01

DV : Contributions
of the contributor

Log(number of stars)
Log(number of forks)
Log(avg. size of tasks )
Log(size of project )
Number of languages
Owner experience

0.14
0.74

0.317
0.637

0.664
0.35

0.894
(0.00)**

0.319
0.051

0
0.766

Restrictive license flag

0.514

Organization owner flag

-0.96

Core contributor flag (ẞ1)

119.74

Core contributor flag X
Organization owner flag (ẞ2)
Fixed effect of number of
contributors
Fixed effect of main
programming language
Number of groups
Number of observations

0.708
0.262
(0.00)**

-46.123
(0.00)**

YES
YES
6431
83307

* p<0.05; ** p<0.01

Table 3. Results of Survival Analysis

Table 4. Results of HLM Analysis

Hypotheses Linking Organization Ownership and Number of Code Contributions
of the Core Contributor
Hypothesis 3 predicts that the average number of code contributions per core contributor decreases when
organizations own FLOSS projects. We used HLM to test the relationship because of the existence of two
hierarchical levels of analysis i.e. contributors nested within projects (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002).
Because of the hierarchical nature of the contributor level data, we expect that the influence of ownership
type on the number of contributions per contributor may be different for different projects leading to
aggregation bias, misestimated precision, and the “unit of analysis” problem (Setia et al. 2012). To account
for this heterogeneity and to offer a more robust model for the hierarchical data, we adopt HLM to test
hypothesis 3.
Table 4, provides the results of the HLM model we employed. Hypothesis 3 predicts that organization
ownership has a negative influence on the number of code contributions made by the core contributors.
From model 2a (Table 4), we find that the organization ownership tends to decrease the total number of
code contributions made by the core contributor (ẞ2 = -46.123, p<.01) providing support for hypothesis 3.

Discussion and Conclusion
Despite the FLOSS development model’s increasing prominence in practice and research, the antecedents
to its success have not been completely understood. In specific, while extant research has well established
the significance of network governance mechanisms in managing distributed work (Sagers 2004; Wasko et
al. 2004), the socio technical influence of source code access restrictions calls for a stronger theoretical
enquiry. As a step forward in this direction, our research sought to unearth the mechanisms through which
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FLOSS team composition (measured as the proportion of contributors who are given write access to the
source code) influences the survival of individual- and organization-owned FLOSS Projects.
Based on the survival analysis of a large sample of FLOSS projects owned by individuals and a wide range
of organizations, we find that the proportion of contributors who are given write access to the source code
exhibit opposing effects on project survival, which is conditional on the ownership of the project.
Surprisingly, we find that the expected negative relationship between proportion of core contributors and
survival of the projects does not hold for organization owned FLOSS projects. A deeper analysis of the
hazard ratio for the sub-group of individual owned projects shows that as the proportion of core
contributors increases from 0 to 1, the hazard rates increases by 0.96 (p < .01). Keeping everything else
constant, these figures translates to a 21% increased chance that a project will become inactive for one
standard deviation increase in the proportion of core contributors. In contrast, for the sub-group of
organization owned projects, as the proportion of core contributors increases from 0 to 1, the hazard ratio
decreases by 0.34 (p < .01). This translates to a 10% decreased chance that a project becomes inactive for
one standard deviation increase in proportion of core contributors in the case of organization owned FLOSS
projects. The decreased likelihood of project inactivity for the sub-group of organization owned projects is
theorized to be an outcome of the interplay between network governance mechanisms and project
management and control practices of the organization owner. Furthermore, we find that the introduction
of project management and control practices is found to shift the nature of work for core contributors away
from pure code contributions to more governance related activities resulting in decreased number of code
contributions made by core contributors.

Implications
Our research contributes to IS and organization theory in three ways. First, our study advances the existing
literature on contributor roles in FLOSS projects (Rullani and Haefliger 2013; Sagers 2004; Setia et al.
2012), as it unearths the complex role of access restrictions in mitigating coordination challenges and
influencing project survival. From the standpoint of coordination theories (Malone and Crowston 1994)
and the theory of network governance (Jones et al. 1997; Wasko et al. 2004), we highlight the importance
of considering the interplay between network governance mechanisms and project management practices
brought in by the owners. These considerations are necessary to fully understand the influence of network
governance mechanisms on the success of projects.
Second, our research advances the literature surrounding organizational participation in FLOSS projects
(Stewart et al. 2006; Wagstrom 2009; Capra et al. 2011) by delineating the moderating mechanisms
brought forth by organizational ownership in FLOSS projects. The debate regarding openness vs. control in
FLOSS environments has received considerable attention because finding the right balance between the
two can influence the success of FLOSS projects (Teigland et al. 2014). Our inquiry adds an interesting
dimension to this debate by theorizing that control (through project management practices) and openness
(by providing access to the source code) can complement each other under certain conditions. That is, based
on our findings, we can say that project management practices introduced by organizations can help
enhance the openness of the projects by lowering the need for informal coordination mechanisms like
access restrictions and collective sanctions (Wasko et al. 2004). Organizations have been tempted to adopt
the FLOSS model of development and tap into the vast reserves of programming skills spread across the
globe. Despite these intentions, organizations are still unsure of how the management and coordination
practices that they have developed in-house can complement the FLOSS model of development. This
research tries to shed some light on this aspect of FLOSS projects and informs project owners about the
usefulness of establishing formal management and coordination mechanisms before considering the
adoption of a less restrictive and open collaborative development environment.
Lastly, survival and sustenance of projects is an important, yet underdeveloped dimension of FLOSS project
success. FLOSS environments are synonymous with limited amount of time pressures and project
milestones that allow the emergence of unique structures of work (Howison and Crowston 2014). Given the
limited time pressures, successful FLOSS projects are expected to sustain participation and remain active
for prolonged periods of time with frequent software releases. Our research sheds light on this dimension
of success by unearthing the coordination risks that emerge from changes to the team composition and its
potential impact on the survival of the FLOSS projects.
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Limitations
Although we have tried our best to ensure theoretical and methodological rigor in this research, there are
certain limitations that needs to be considered. First, our operationalization of core and periphery was done
so that we could study the influence of access restrictions on the survival of the project. To identify the
contributors who were given source code access, we studied the project logs for two years and identified the
contributors who had made direct changes to the source code during this time (using push events).
However, this operationalization misses other role classifications (like project leader, maintainer) and more
complex team hierarchies. Further, this operationalization does not consider the number of code
contributions or the density of communication ties to differentiate core and peripheral contributors.
Understanding the aforementioned two aspects of contributor roles in relation to access restrictions may
be necessary to fully understand the phenomenon. Second, our choice of GitHub platform and the duration
of study raises the question —can the results be replicated across other platforms and time intervals? Our
choice of GitHub was based on its popularity among programmers, its integrated social features, and the
availability of detailed metadata. However, future research is necessary to confirm if the mechanisms that
are seen to operate in GitHub would exist in platforms that adopt different work flows. Regarding the timing
of the study, we considered FLOSS projects that were started in the first five months of 2014 and studied
the events added to it for a duration of two years (i.e. till the end of 2015). Projects that did not have any
source code additions made after the year 2015 were deemed as inactive. However, we may have missed out
on the temporal effects which may be crucial to understand how the influence of the team composition
changes over time. A deeper temporal study can enhance our understanding about the impact that the lifecycle stage of a FLOSS project has on its team composition and how the impact may differ in large, mature
projects like Eclipse, Firefox, and GNOME. Notwithstanding these limitations, our study contributes to the
academic understanding of the influence of restricting access to the code in FLOSS development and the
mechanisms through which team composition influences FLOSS project survival in individual as well as
organizational contexts.
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